Breathtaking new technology was one of the participants in as a special guest on XXXIV • N This technology shared his insights into Christian and with praise God as our host 2007 • V a human footprint embed- host 6, minister on has been a part of TBN since the early spoked with internationally, aired on TBN Kovoor Kovoor is the principal of Trinity College in Bristol, England and also serves as a Chaplain to Queen Elizabeth. 

Praise host Kirk Cameron spoke with internationally acclaimed Christian archaeologist, author, and speaker Josh McDowell. A former agnostic, Josh has devoted his life to telling a doubting world about Jesus. 

We were delighted to have five-time Grammy award winning recording artist and actress Natalie Cole as our special guest host on Pastor. The daughter of the late Nat “King” Cole, Natalie is an international star, having made her own mark in the music world over 30 years.

Glorious news! Breathtaking new technology is becoming TBN’s best friend! For 15 years we have had to plead, beg, and PAY to gain cable TV access — except for systems in areas where TBN owns a full power station. Thank God for the Supreme Court that upheld “must-carry” in 1997. With 33 big, full power stations we have 49,434,361 households on the air free! But with 48,522,000 cable homes it has been knock down, drag out, and pay incentives to get on the non-“must-carry” cable systems. Many cable systems simply don’t want any religion, so they tell us to get lost! BUT NOW — praise God, with the digital age upon us it seems nearly all the communications companies such as AT&T, Verizon, the Baby Bells, and others are getting in on the act of delivering TV to your home, plus telephone, and quality Internet connection. But HERE’S THE AWESOME NEWS:

Through a new technology called “SWITCHED DIGITAL” they are coming to us and requesting to put all five of our networks on their digital systems — ready for this one? — FREE! Yes, I said FREE! The Bell systems, and many still have Bell Telephone, are gearing up to offer you not just telephone, but all the TV your heart could desire, high speed Internet connection, and others are getting in on the act of delivering TV companies such as AT&T, Verizon, the Baby Bells, and many still have Bell Telephone, are gearing up to offer you not just telephone, but all the TV your heart could desire, high speed Internet connection, and others are getting in on the act of delivering TV

A new emerging technology coming into use is called “mobile TV” technology. This technology

We were honored to have the Rev’d Canon George Kenmore as a special guest on Behind the Scen. Rev. Kenmore is the principal of Trinity College in Bristol, England and also serves as a Chaplain to Queen Elizabeth.

Mac Powell (center), founder and lead singer of the Grammy award winning group, Third Day, made a special appearance on Prae. Mac performed songs from his newest project, “Glory Revealed,” which features songs with lyrics taken from Scripture.

Dr. Tony Evans is the founder and president of The Urban Alternative and senior pastor of Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas, TX. Dr. Evans is also host of a popular daily radio program, “The Alternative” with Dr. Tony Evans, which is aired on over 350 radio stations worldwide.

Dr. Joseph Christiano was one of the participants in “Doctor’s Night” on Prae. Hosted by Paul Jr. A naturopathic doctor and certified nutritional counselor, Dr. Christiano is a former body building champion and has spent 35 years working in the field of nutrition and exercise.

World-renowned contemporary Christian recording artist and actor, Kirk Cameron, was a recent guest on Behind the Scen. For over 26 years, Carman has proclaimed the Gospel of Jesus Christ to millions through his dynamic music ministry.

Did dinosaurs and man co-exist? Or were we alone here for billions of years? Revisionists tell us that dinosaurs and man co-existed. They have found bone fragments of both in the same rock strata! Creptaceous limestone of the Paluxy River in Texas! TBN’s Behind the Scenes program, showed a nun who taught evolution who was shown to be a fraud! Rev’d Canon George Kenmore, the guest host on Behind the Scen., showed great scientific evidence for a young earth.

For over 26 years, Carman has proclaimed the Gospel of Jesus Christ to millions through his dynamic music ministry.

TBN is blanketing the WORDL with the Gospel with now 67 satellite channels! 

John 3:16 — ‘For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish but have everlasting life.’
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faithfulness to Jesus’ call. and God’s many miracles, we know of over your rejoicing because most of you reading this how Jan and I love your touch from God! I don’t think I have to encourage the bottom line is PRECIOUS SOULS!

TBN is debt-free — free to invest every penny into 110 million homes in America!

We know that few would ever watch a full TV program on such a small screen, so we have agreed to produce We know that few would ever watch a full TV program on such a small screen, so we have agreed to produce

The recent Praise-a-Thon was a blessed record. But the best of that

Paul Jr. demonstrated the Internet during a Behind the Scenes program. Last year TBN’s website received over $300 MILLION from

Paul Jr. attended the recent National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) convention, where the latest developments in broadcasting technology were on exhibit.

Paul Jr. attended the recent National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) convention, where the latest developments in broadcasting technology were on exhibit.

Jan and her Atlanta Praise-team on the “hall church,” every Sunday, and other gospel music, some of which are recording, Rev. Jamal Hattison Bryant (right), pastor of Empowerment Church, Millstone Parish a phone message.

Paul Sr. and Paul Jr. (below), teamed up to lead the California Praise-a-Thon in a dynamic week of worship and teaching on God’s purposes of giving.

(Pictured in background left to right): Pastor Steve Mason; Jan and Donna McClure.

(Pictured in background left to right): Pastor Steve Mason; Jan and Donna McClure.

From Healing Channel viewer in Jordan: has made a big difference in our lives…. We feel like our faith increases as long as we hear on the Healing Channel gives a living love letters from around the world

From Reading Channel listener in Jordan: “I want to tell you that the Healing Channel has been a blessing in my life. We feel like our faith increases as long as we hear on the Healing Channel gives a living picture of Christianity…. We are so proud of this channel.”

From Alabama: “We are in Madison valley TBN (Alabama TV), as regular Christian broadcast.well received in this country” — AB

From Nigeria: “One day I fell sick, I was in a situation where I was unable to do anything. I managed to watch TBN, as I was watching something interesting happened, I saw a pastor called Benji Hinn preaching, performing miracles of healing, saying miracles are coming to America. So I listened to him in prayer and I focused my mind, and I walked. I did this for a long time before I fell asleep and after some time I woke up, I just fell into my home. Since that day my life changed, I am now born again…. I can testify to those that TBN is real and can change anybody’s life, like how they changed mine. — AB

From the USA: “Thank you for the TBN – programming it was saved, born again, for watching your broadcasts. I can’t live without the Middle East or China or India but right now in the East Frances Valley area, I have purchased a home in the local mountains here and it came with an old analog satellite dish and receiver. The subscription had expired, but TBN came through… so that is all the TV I watched. I took over a year and a half but the message finally got through to my heart…. Prayed God, it has been just over 2 years now since I accepted Jesus as my Lord and Saviour and God has blessed me in so many ways. — JR